Date: June 15, 2011

For Immediate Release
Sekonic Releases Limited Edition Meters

Tokyo, Japan, June 15, 2011: Sekonic will be celebrating its 60th year in the light meter
business this coming June 16 th, 2011. In the tradition of the company, they have always
released a limited edition light meter to commemorate the occasion. They released a limited
version of the famous L-398 Studio Deluxe in Gold (celebrating the 1 million produced). It
immediately became a collector's item, and today it's still one of the unique pieces in any
meter collection. Times have changed, and the new generations of photographers are more
fashion-oriented, hip and edgy. To complement this new generation of expressive and
passionate free-spirited shooters, Sekonic has created “COOL SHADES.” This special
limited edition series offers all the same functions and features of their popular black
L-308S Flashmate with a flair for color.
Choosing which colors was no easy task, so they asked their customers via an online
survey — and the results were bright, refreshing and very different. So to help mark their 60 th
year in the light meter business and have some colorful fun with their most popular model
light meter, they’re introducing a small production of 60 th Anniversary L-308S limited color
editions in three exciting metallic colors: Red, Green and Blue.
In a recent interview Kei Miyairi, Associate Director & General Manager of Sekonic
Corporation stated, “With the introduction of these new bright colors, photographers can

choose the color that best matches their style and personality while expressing their individuality.
In addition, these 60 th Anniversary meters will no doubt be part of many meter aficionados’
collections.”
Scheduled release: July, 2011.
Happy Birthday Sekonic!

To learn more about the history of Sekonic or their extensive line of
professional light measuring instruments, visit them at www.sekonic.com

Specification

*Specification is same as current L-308S

*Features and specification are subject to change without notice.

Sekonic will continue to further expand the light meter platform along with exciting line-ups and create a
new world of photographic entertainment that is only possible on Sekonic.
http://www.sekonic.com

